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Beyond the Grave II

Poltergeist This horrifying tale of a regular all-American middle class family being haunted by a poltergeist in
their new suburban home is a consistently scary classic horror movie. The young daughter of the family, Carol
Anne, is taken by the Poltergeist via a gateway in the television. There are creepy trees that try to attack the
kids, clowns that come to life and a lot of supernatural furniture moving. Their lives are totally turned upside
down and almost taken at some points due to this supernatural presence. Jack Torrance impeccably portrayed
by Jack Nicholson and his family take-over said hotel and everything goes from bad to worse, demonic
presence overwhelms him and sends him totally mad by the end of the film. This is a must-see terror-tale with
creepy children, old ladies in baths and symmetrical camera work thanks to the mastery of director Stanley
Kubrick assisting in adding to the scare factor in this classic. The Ring This remake, starring Noemi Watts, of
the original Ringu is a dark and monstrous tale revolving around a video tape. If you watch this tape you are
subsequently haunted by the most freakish little girl Watts with hair covering her face as she drips all over
your front room having climbed out of the television. It sounds bizarre and almost comical but in fact it is
shudderingly scary and gets under your skin, staying with you long after the movie ends. The Others This
chilling tale, set in the time of World War II, depicts a woman Nicole Kidman taking care of her children
alone whilst waiting and hoping her husband returns from the war. They stay in an old Victorian mansion in
the meantime and very creepy goings on start to occur, including communication with beings from beyond the
grave. The Blair Witch Project Three young students go out into the forest to film a documentary about a
lengendary witch who lives in these parts. The three teenagers go missing mysteriously and after a year of not
being found the footage was retrieved from the woods and cut into this very true to life film. The home video
method of filming in this adds authenticity and depth to the realistic feel of this docu-style film. The fear
depicted by the actors is very convincing and creates a sense of dread, panic and terror within us that this
could actually be happening. An American Werewolf in London This has to be the ultimate classic scary film
despite the genre crossing between comedy and horror. The make-up precedes its time delivering some
horrifying effects. The story goes that a young traveling American gets bitten by a werewolf on his trip to
London and subsequently becomes one himself. The film follows his gory transformations and attacks as he
makes his journey through the city. Twilight You may have to end up doing the full 5 movie marathon once
you start with this one. There are elements of creepiness once we learn the nature of many of the lead
characters, albeit disguised under a veil of a love story and lot of teen drama. The Exorcist This has to be the
ultimate horrifying tale of a young girl who is possessed by the devil. The effects are excellent for the time it
was made, it is extremely eerie and probably one of the scariest movies of all time. This has to be one of the
best supernatural thrillers to date; a definite winner for a Halloween screening. Seven This seriously stylish
thriller was a box office smash hit in and has doubtfully been beaten since for originality, casting and
impending doom! Kevin Spacey is impeccable as ever, Brad Pitt plays a very convincing rookie homicide
detective under the patient and experienced wing of his new partner Morgan Freeman. The horrific murders
and twisted psychopathic plot, based on the seven deadly sins, is one to be rivaled in genius and hideousness.
It is probably one of the best thriller movies of all time. Freddy accesses his victims through their dreams,
loads of slashing and killing, blood and gore later and these poor innocents wake up dead. Ghostbusters This
film has to have a mention, it is an all time classic movie which transcends time and genres but does have its
fair share of scary bits, with a haunting performance by Sigourney Weaver and the comedy genius of Bill
Murray. A team of guys start their own business, well, busting Ghosts basically. They invent some very funky
suits with backpacks and traps that hold these ghosts that are terrorizing the city. And who can forget the car?
Download it from the App Store!
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Chapter 2 : Music to Get Your Spook On!: 31 Great Albums for the Halloween Season - Diabolique Magazi
Somewhere in the s Martin Stockdotter is an experimental musician tasked with making a Halloween sound effect
album. Sounds from Beyond the Grave REACTION filmmakers making spooky.

A view of my living room from a GoPro-like camera with the infrared filter removed. This is probably as
haunted as my house will ever look. The over-the-top decorations are my way of turning shadows into
caricatures, something fun and spooky for the neighborhood kids. But I look at the gauzy phantasms and hear
the whispers still lingering from the ghost investigation of my house. My quiet, vintage, presumably
unhaunted house. The Kooser house on Halloween. I devoured a version of Dracula meant for young readers,
scared myself silly and kept a basket of garlic cloves next to my bed at night. I regale friends with tales of the
supposedly haunted happenings at a local club housed in a year-old log building in my hometown of
Albuquerque. Ghost hunt reveals eerie anomalies 2: London organization The Ghost Club traces its lineage
back to , boasting past members including Charles Dickens, diplomat and writer Sir Shane Leslie and actor
Peter Cushing, and ghost stories have been with us throughout history. There are, of course, skeptics too, like
debunking organization The Skeptics Society , which delves into the science of why people see ghosts, citing
possible reasons ranging from psychoactive drugs to high levels of dopamine. In The Demon-Haunted World,
astronomer Carl Sagan wrote, "deluded or not, supporters of superstition and pseudoscience are human beings
with real feelings, who, like the skeptics, are trying to figure out how the world works and what our role in it
might be. With that in mind, I welcome an investigation of my house. He asks what I would think if he and his
cohorts found evidence of paranormal activity at my house. String lights emanate a gentle blue glow through
the front window. A device called a K2 meter lights up in response to electromagnetic fields EMF and a
gadget called a REM pod acts as a proximity detector. You can buy these things from eBay, Amazon and
retailers specializing in ghost-hunting gear. As I learn, there are rules. You have to sit quietly. If you have to
sneeze, your chair squeaks or a car passes by outside, you mark the source of the noise by making an audible
announcement for the audio recording. My stomach picked a fine night to grumble loudly. I keep saying,
"Sorry, that was me" every time it fusses. Spirits can be shy We start with quiet contemplation. My eyes rove
across the turquoise blue walls of the living room. I start petting the cat, then stop when he purrs too loudly
into the silence. Some are shy," Steve Kompier says, breaking the stillness. He patiently explains how the
devices work for the benefit of any eavesdropping spirit. He also suggests the spirit could knock on a wall or
bang on a window. It fails to oblige. What follows next is a one-way question session. Kompier asks for a
name. I had looked through the local history books and discovered my home was originally owned by an
aviator named J. I wonder if Mr. Wheeler liked this house so much he never really left. The silver flashlight
sites with two EMF detectors, tools of the ghost-hunting trade. Kompier has a typical aluminum flashlight
with a head you twist to turn it on. He sets it to a hair trigger, just barely off. He moves it to the kitchen, the
place I personally suspect would be most likely to harbor a ghostly presence, because everybody likes to hang
out in the kitchen, right? We alternate between chatting with one another, asking questions for any potential
ghosts and sitting quietly. Then the flashlight turns on from afar with a sickly yellowish glow. Throughout the
night, the flashlight turns off and on, but never in direct response to a request to activate it. Occasionally, the
EMF-detecting gadget in the kitchen lights up, but then goes passive again. The film The Haunting was his
favorite movie growing up. Several years later, Kompier watched a television show about the ship and its
alleged ghosts, which validated his gut feeling. He then set about learning the ropes by reading books from
well-known paranormal-focused authors Loyd Auerbach and Harry Price. There are some qualities any serious
ghost hunter must possess: Everybody chases that full-body apparition. They want to see the holy grail of
paranormal activity. You stare at electronic gadgets just in case they flicker to indicate something might be
happening. You hope for a glimmer, a ball of light, a noise, a response to a question lobbed into the room. But
mostly you just sit there. The evening ends with no revelations, no distant door slams, no apparitions. But that
night I turn over in bed, restless. I listen for footsteps in the hallway. It takes time for Kompier and his crew to
pore over the hours of audio and video recordings. The email arrives from Steve Kompier with a simple
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subject line reading "Results. The audio came from a recorder in the kitchen. Kompier cautions against
jumping to conclusions. We have no idea who this is but it just shows that places with no reported activity can
still have visitors from the other side," he writes me. There is one more goodie coming my way. This email is
titled "Video Anomaly. A small gray blip hovers near a painting in my living room and then disappears. A
brighter blip flashes above the doorway to the kitchen. An old aviator trying to get in touch? But they still
believe. The two audio files Steve Kompier sent me are considered class A. They want to see the holy grail of
paranormal activity," the younger Kompier says. Andy first became a believer when he was 11 years old and
visited the famously haunted Whaley House in San Diego. The Greek Revival home is rumored to contain the
ghosts of a man who was hanged at the site, as well as members of the Whaley family. He went back to leave
a marble as a peace offering and believes it was accepted when he later found it in an entirely different room.
Think you have a ghost? I pick up some tips from Steve Kompier on dealing with paranormal visitors. He
takes a much more conversational approach. Lay down rules," he says. Perhaps they just want to be noticed
and acknowledged. After experiencing the ghost investigation of my home, I remain unconvinced. The video
is a piece of fuzz floating in the air. I can explain it all away. They accept a world beyond our own and
dedicate themselves to seeking out the signs of its existence. They believe in the veracity of those signs. His
book A Magician Among the Spirits takes on everything from floating tables to ectoplasm with explanations
that cut to core of the old-school fraudsters who tried to convince the living of the presence of the dead at a
time when spiritualism was trendy in the s. During that night, we talked about spirits attaching themselves to
objects, about parallel universes where two realities might accidentally leak across and into each other, about
skeptics and about believers. I like the GINM investigators. The ghost investigation connected me back to that
child who hid under her blankets with a flashlight and Dracula and a bowl of garlic, imagining an unseen
world beyond our own. If I could believe in ghosts, my life might feel a little more magical. First published
July 24, Welcome to the crossroads of online life and the afterlife.
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Chapter 3 : Caravan Memes For Migrant Teens
CD track list: Introduction --The tell-tale heart --The scarecrow --Mister Ice Cold --The raven --The Addams family
--Spooky sounds from beyond the grave I --Spooky sounds from beyond the grave II. More information.

Click Here for More Information about the book! We all wonder, no matter what we believe in, what will
happen to us after we pass on from this world. Some believe that everything comes to an end, that life in this
world is our only existence. Others feel that we are born again, as an old soul in a new body, while others
believe that our spirits pass on to another place We all wonder about such things Death has been celebrated
and feared since the beginning of time itself. We have immortalized it with cemeteries, grave markers and of
course, with our darkest and most frightening legends and lore. It is a common belief among experts of the
occult that cemeteries are not usually the best places to find ghosts. While most would fancy a misty,
abandoned graveyard to be the perfect setting for a ghost story, such stories are not as common as you might
believe. A cemetery is meant to be the final stop in our journey from this world to the next, but is it always
that way? Nearly every ghost enthusiast would agree that a place becomes haunted after a traumatic event or
unexpected death occurs at that location. History is filled with stories of houses that have become haunted
after a murder has taken place there, or after some horrible event occurs that echoes over the decades as a
haunting. But what of a haunted cemetery? Do such places really exist? Most assuredly they do, but ghosts
who haunt cemeteries seem to be a different sort than those you might find lingering in a haunted house. Most
of these ghosts seem to be connected to the cemetery in some way that excludes events that occurred during
their lifetime. As most spirits reportedly remain in this world because of some sort of unfinished business in
life, this seems to leave out a cemetery as a place where such business might remain undone. Graveyard ghosts
seem to have a few things in common. These spirits seems to be connected to the burial ground because of
events that occurred after their deaths, rather than before. In other cases, the ghosts seem to be seeking eternal
rest that eludes them at the spot where their physical bodies are currently found. Cemeteries gain a reputation
for being haunted for reasons that include the desecration of the dead and grave robbery, unmarked or
forgotten burials, natural disasters that disturb resting places, or sometimes event because the deceased was
not properly buried at all! No region of America seems to be spared when it comes to haunted graveyards.
Those interested in more stories, should check out the book or look into other parts of the website. This now
restored cemetery has seen much in the way of desecration over the years and because of the lost burials and
unmarked graves, many believe that a number of ghosts roam the area around it. This small and secluded
graveyard is believed to be one of the most haunted places in the Chicago area. More than documented reports
of strange phenomena have been collected here, including ghost lights, apparitions, odd photos, unexplained
happenings and more. The Lost Village of Bara-Hack: This vanished town in Connecticut is still rumored to
be haunted by mysterious voices. Tales from the local graveyard also whisper of apparitions and ghostly
images from the past. Western Burial Ground - Baltimore: The catacombs of this cemetery where Edgar Allan
Poe is buried are located beneath Westminster Hall and have long been the subject of ghostly tales.. Christ
Church Cemetery - St. Legend has it that this cemetery is haunted by a ghostly light. The stories say that the
grave of a woman who was terrified of the dark sometimes emits a spectral light. Its real-life counterpart had
been placed there by her husband before his own death. The light continued to be seen long after. This spooky
graveyard has long been haunted by a vanishing woman in white who flags down taxi drivers and asks to be
taken home. She vanishes from the car before they arrive and the driver always discovers that the woman died
years before. To this day, taxi drivers will not pick up women in white dresses near the cemetery! The
graveyard is also said to be haunted by the ghost of voodoo queen, Marie Laveau. Her spirit has been reported
inside of the cemetery and even on nearby streets. Believers still come to her tomb today and leave offerings
in hope of being blessed by her supernatural powers. Hollywood Memorial Park- Los Angeles: This "cemetery
to the stars" is reportedly haunted by starlet Virginia Rappe, who allegedly died after a night of debauchery
with comedian Fatty Arbuckle. Another resident ghost is reportedly Rudolph Valentino, who joins a legion of
other spirits near the gates to the adjoining Paramount Studios complex. Silver Cliff Cemetery - Colorado: The
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lights have been studied and examined many times by scientists and by National Geographic magazine but
remain unexplained. Stepp Cemetery - Indiana: This remote cemetery in the Morgan-Monroe State Forest has
long been considered haunted. Although many legends exist to explain the ghost, most agree that the
graveyard is haunted by a woman in black who has been seen here for years. Fresh flowers often mysteriously
appear on the grave of a Confederate soldier who is buried here. It is believed that they are left behind by the
famous "Lady in Gray", a widow who lost her husband at the terrible prisoner of war camp that was here
during the Civil War. Her ghost has been seen walking among the tombstones. Greenwood Cemetery Decatur, Illinois: Long believed to be one of the most haunted spots in downstate Illinois if not the Midwest ,
Greenwood Cemetery is filled with legends and stories of ghosts and haunted places. Among them are the
ghost of a young girl who has been seen walking among the grave in a bridal gown, a weeping woman in
white, ghost lights that are said to be the spirits of flood victims and even Confederate soldiers who were
buried here in unmarked graves after being taken from a prison train. Resurrection Cemetery - Chicago,
Illinois: The ghost of the girl who has come to be known as "Resurrection Mary" is one of the most famous
ghosts of Chicagoland. She is believed to have been killed along Archer Avenue near the cemetery after
leaving a dance one night. She was buried in Resurrection Cemetery and has spent the last 80 years traveling
the roadways and asking drivers to drop her off at the cemetery gates. When she arrives there, she always
vanishes. And there are literally dozens more America is filled with stories of haunted cemeteries. This section
of the website barely scratches the surface! An Excerpt from Beyond the Grave: They are places that go
beyond the legends of merely being haunted and enter into the realm of the diabolical. They are places said to
be so terrifying that the Devil himself holds court with his worshippers there But just how terrifying are these
places? There is not much left of the tiny village, save for a few houses, the newer church and about twenty
residents. However, the population of the place allegedly contains a number of residents that are from beyond
this earth! For years, stories of witchcraft, ghosts and supernatural happenings have surrounded the old
graveyard. It is a place that some claim is one of the "seven gateways to hell. In November , an article
appeared in the University of Kansas student newspaper that spoke of a number of strange occurrences in the
Stull churchyard. It said that the cemetery had been the source of many legends in the area, stories that had
been told and re-told for over a century. One student claimed to have been grabbed by the arm by something
unseen, while others spoke of unexplained memory loss when visiting the place. Like many other locations of
this type, the tales of devil worship and witchcraft also figured strongly into the article. But were the stories
actually true? Not according to the residents of Stull, who claimed to have never even heard the stories before.
They were bemused, annoyed and downright angered that such things were being said about their town. The
pastor of the new church in Stull, located right across the road from the old one, indicated that he believed the
stories to be the invention of students at the university. But such stories have a strong hold on people, as
evidenced by the reaction to the article that claimed that the devil would appear in Stull Cemetery on the night
of the Spring Equinox and again on Halloween. On March 20, , more than people waited in the cemetery for
the arrival of the devil. The word also spread that the spirits of those who died violent deaths, and were buried
there, would return from the grave. Unfortunately, the only spirits that showed up that night came in bottles
and cans The problem seems to be that the cemetery has a lack of real, documented accounts of strange
activity. One story told of two young men who were visiting Stull Cemetery one night and became frightened
when a strong wind began blowing out of nowhere. They ran back to their car, only to find that the vehicle had
been moved to the other side of the highway and was now facing in the opposite direction. Another man
claimed to experience this same anomalous wind, but inside of the church rather than in the graveyard. He
claimed that the sinister air current knocked him to the floor and would not allow him to move for some time.
It was said that the witchcraft-practicing early settlers were so repentant about their past deeds that they
changed the name of the town. The post office closed down in , but the name stuck. In , an article appeared in
the Kansas City Times that added further fuel to the rumors about Stull Cemetery and the abandoned church.
The article was quoted as saying that the Devil chose two places to appear on Earth every Halloween. But why
in Stull? Years later, the barn was converted into a church, which in turn was gutted by fire. A decaying
wooden crucifix that still hands from one wall is thought to sometimes turn upside-down when passersby step
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into the building at midnight Author Lisa Hefner Heitz has collected numerous legends that have added to the
mythology of Stull Cemetery. He comes to visit a witch that is buried there. It should also be mentioned that
there are rumors that an old tree in the graveyard, which was cut down a year or so ago, was once used as a
gallows for condemned witches.
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We In Spooky Mode. I wish I could say the n word sometimes. In a non racist way of course.

Chapter 6 : Scary Sounds of Halloween Blog: Halloween Sound Effects
Drew's Famous Sounds From Beyond The Grave If you're looking for a good collection of spooky sounds to scare the
trick-or-treaters at your door, this will do the.
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A Collection of my Scary Sounds of Halloween Albums available for you to download. Halloween Sounds just for your
Haunted House or your Halloween Parties.
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Drew's Famous Sounds From Beyond the Grave Halloween Sound Effects CD XCLNT See more like this Sounds Of
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Dead Girlfriend's FB Messages From Beyond the Grave Will Terrify You 7/03/14 pm. Filed to: spooky scary Filed to it's
unlikely that you'll be able to ignore the sounds of your house.
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